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Summary
Background

This research assesses current evidence on police corruption in England and Wales and considers
approaches for forces to tackle the problem. Specifically, it was aimed at providing some answers to
the following questions:

¯ what is the nature of contemporary police corruption?
¯ what are its causes and origins?
¯ what good practice can be learned from forces’ experiences of investigating corruption?
¯ what should forces be doing to prevent corruption?

It was carried out through visits to professional standards units (PSUs) in eight forces and the
National Crime Squad. PSUs proactively cultivate and analyse information or ’intelligence’ on
unethical police activity from a range of sources (e.g. police colleagues, informants, the public, other
agencies, audits, and surveillance) and mount formal investigations into suspects identified. The
research principally involved interviews with PSU staff and some supplementary statistics.

Contemporary police corruption

General features

It is difficult to assess the extent of corruption using PSU intelligence. This is partly because
intelligence is unlikely to provide a full picture of the problem. It is also because some people will be
identified as potential corruption ’suspects’ as a result of misleading information. A direct measure of
police corruption is not therefore possible. However, intelligence over a one year period from some
forces involved in the study indicated that between about half and one per cent of police staff (both
officers and civilians) were potentially (though not necessarily) corrupt.

The intelligence picture of corruption across forces covers a range of other activities, for example,
police staff:

¯ leaking information to those outside the force (an activity dominating the intelligence picture);
¯ using their power to obtain money or sexual favours from members of the public (e.g. from

prostitutes);
¯ conspiring with criminals in the committing of crimes;
¯ carrying out thefts during raids; and
¯ using their position within the organisation to undermine proceedings against criminals.

It is notable that other police criminality and misconduct is also identified by PSU intelligence across
forces including, for example:

¯ dealing and using drugs;
¯ fraud;
¯ theft;
¯ domestic violence; and
¯ spurious claims of illness to get sick-leave.

Those involved in corruption include support staff as well as police officers, and they can be found
across ranks.

Organisation

Contemporary corruption can be divided into two main forms on the basis of PSU intelligence:
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Individual corruption - This apparently more common form of corruption involves members of
police staff engaged in corrupt activities in isolation from colleagues. It is found across a range of
forces types, whether large or small, urban or rural. It is found across staff types (whether
detectives, uniformed officers or support staff). This form of corruption is dominated by the leaking
of police information, with corrupt contacts often originating in social networks outside of work.

Internally-networked corruption - This appears to be less common. While there are occasional
examples from across a range of policing environments, current intelligence suggests it is
relatively rare outside of London. It is closest to a traditional image of corruption and typically
involves detectives in CID departments or specialist squads operating together. It often involves
corrupt relationships between detectives and their informants, and has been associated with a
range of different corrupt activities.

Information compromise

Information compromise, the single most common type of corrupt activity according to PSU
intelligence, can involve information from a range of police sources, including databases, files or
documents, and word-of-mouth. Forms of compromise include obtaining information for personal
purposes, passing information to friends and associates, leaks to the media, and deliberate leaks to
criminals.

Leaked information can find its way to criminals even where this is not deliberately intended. In some
cases, it is passed to associates, such as relatives, friends, social acquaintances or even ex-police
colleagues, who, in turn, pass this information on to criminals. These types of arrangements
apparently allow some criminals to network their way indirectly into police circles to obtain police
information.

PSU staff gave examples of where information compromise had apparently had adverse implications
for the police and public. They included the failure of police operations and ability of criminals to
evade detection. In some instances, this appeared to involve the waste of significant resources.

Origins of corruption

The research finds strong evidence that corruption has its roots in both work and non-work contexts.

Work factors include:

¯ Professional attitudes/behaviour - While no factors reliably predicted corruption, there were
examples of staff with complaints histories, police staff who appeared demoralised with the job,
and, by contrast, officers who displayed apparently high-levels of performance.

¯ Opportunities for corruption - These included: easy access to information, inadequate
supervision, relationships with informants, other relationships formed with criminals, and the
specific targeting of police staff by organised crime.

¯ Organisational culture/values - These included: poor security awareness, an emphasis on high
performance, and protection of corrupt staff by police colleagues.

Non-work factors include:

¯ Domestic/personal problems - Problems with relationships, alcohol or drugs, or finance could
provide a backdrop to their involvement in corruption. However, this was not always the case.

Social networks with criminals - Whether connections with criminals were direct or indirect,
these networks are an important basis for corruption. This could involve longstanding
relationships (e.g. old friends or relatives) or acquaintances made in leisure environments, such
as gyms, pubs and clubs. Again, these can provide a basis for the targeting of police staff by
organised crime.

iii
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Investigation

The investigation of corruption was seen by PSU staff as different from conventional investigations. In
part, this was because achieving convictions of police officers appeared particularly difficult. Further
challenges include the demoralisation of forces and bad publicity as a result of investigations, hostility
towards PSU staff by force colleagues, and the resource-intensive nature of PSU investigations.

Ideas for good practice in investigations were identified, including:

The successful use of discipline procedures or ’disruption’ tactics can, in some cases, be
achieved more realistically and with fewer resources than convictions. These approaches might
be used where the corruption is less serious, or where it may be difficult to achieve convictions.
Efficient investigations might also involve focusing resources primarily on those most seriously
involved in corruption.

¯ Decision-making around investigations should ideally be strategic, taking into account
organisational risks, public risks, requirements for justice, prospects of success, and resource
implications.

¯ Media strategies accompanying investigations might be used to minimise negative publicity.

The research was also able to identify some broader lessons for the management of PSUs, including:

¯ Positive marketing of PSUs within forces should be carried out to create a genuine deterrent while
fostering co-operation and confidence within the force.

¯ PSUs need to consider ways of attracting the best investigators, and of looking after staff when
they return to more conventional policing roles.

¯ Lessons learned from PSU investigations should, ideally, be fed back into force prevention efforts.

¯ Forces would benefit from the development of larger professional standards structures at a
regional or national level, though such structures might best complement, rather than replace,
force-level PSUs.

¯ It will be important, over the longer-term, to evaluate the impact of PSUs on corruption.

Prevention

Drawing on existing literature and the findings of this research, recommendations for all forces include
the following:

¯ Forces need to promote an ethical culture in the organisation, through leadership, encompassing
all police staff roles (e.g. detective, uniform, support staff). This should involve educating staff
about the risks that they face both inside and outside work.

Management and supervision should be strengthened across police organisations and should be
directed at both low and high performers. High-risk roles, which should be subject to particularly
strong supervision, should be taken to include administrative and support roles as well as police
officers at the ’sharp-end’.

¯ Policies for vetting staff at the recruitment stage and for high-risk posts should be implemented. In
doing so, it is important to consider that a range of roles, including administrative and support staff
posts, may be high-risk.

¯ Policies should be implemented to ensure a fair, transparent system of postings and regular
turnover of staff within posts.

iv
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¯ Information security should be placed at the centre of prevention efforts. This should involve IT
and physical security policies and the promotion of a ’need-to-know’ culture.

¯ A wide range of data should be collected to monitor the ’ethical health’ of police forces. Ideally,
this process could be carried out at a central point, and could then be used to identify risks and
problems within the organisation.

¯ Policies to ensure accountability in a range of areas, including expenses, crime recording and
staff business interests, should be fully implemented.

¯ Forces should establish or continue to resource existing PSUs to combat existing corruption and
to provide a deterrent for the development of future corruption. The work of PSUs should be
evaluated to ensure their efficient and effective operation.

V
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1. Introduction
In the late 1990s, a number of scandals placed the issue of police corruption in the spotlight. Yet, in
historical terms such scandals are far from unique. The history of British policing has included many
high profile examples of serious malpractice, including the concealment of serious crimes, bribery and
the fabrication and planting of evidence (Newburn, 1999). In 1970s London, scandals revolved around
police involvement with and payments from organised crime, notably involving the Obscene
Publications Squad and the Drugs Squad (Punch, 2000). Other scandals dating back to the 1970s
and 1980s have focused on miscarriages of justice involving the Birmingham Six, the Guildford Four,
the Carl Bridgewater affair, and the activities of the West Midlands Serious Crime Squad which
involved the beating of suspects, tampering with confessional evidence and perjury (Newburn, 1999).
With recent cases investigated by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) and other forces, attention
has been drawn again to officers, often in specialist squads, profiting from their position, for example,
through the theft of money, the resale of seized drugs and the protection of criminals.

An increasing recognition by the police service of the endemic nature of police corruption has led to
important developments in England and Wales in recent years. The Association of Chief Police
Officers (ACPO) established a Presidential Task Force on Corruption which first met in September
1998 to develop good practice guidance on preventing police corruption.1 An inspection by Her
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) exploring issues of integrity, including corruption, was
published in June 1999 which made a number of recommendations to improve integrity within police
forces (HMIC, 1999). And at a force level, concerns about corruption and other professional standards
issues have led to the establishment of ’professional standards units’ within a substantial number of
police forces across England and Wales2, which are dedicated to identifying and investigating
corruption, criminality or misconduct among police staff.

Aims of the research

This research aims to assess current evidence on police corruption within England and Wales and to
provide lessons to forces in their efforts to address it. Specifically, it seeks some answers to the
following questions:

what
what
what
what

is the nature of contemporary police corruption?
are its causes and origins?
good practice can be learned from forces’ experiences of investigating corruption?
should forces be doing to prevent corruption?

Defining police corruption

In practice, police corruption is difficult to define (Punch, 2000; Newburn, 1999). Roebuck and Barker
(1974), who provide one of the most well-known typologies of corruption (see Appendix for details),
employ a very broad definition which covers the range of ’deviant, dishonest, improper, unethical or
criminal behaviour by a police officer’. By contrast, James Q. Wilson (1963) distinguishes between, on
the one hand, corrupt activities (such as accepting bribes) and, on the other, criminal activities which
are not seen as corrupt (such as burglary on duty). Newburn, in his review of the research evidence,
concludes it is largely impossible to define the essential characteristics of corruption. Importantly, he
points out that an act may be seen as corrupt depending variously on the means, ends or motivation
associated with the conduct.

This research takes a narrower rather than wider view of corruption that is concerned with activities by
police officers and support staff that involves a ’corrupter’ and/or an abuse of position. It is seen as
being within a spectrum of unethical behaviour, along with criminality and misconduct which may or
may not be corrupt (see Punch, 2000). In practice, there is likely to be some overlap between these

/ More recently, this portfolio has passed to the ACPO Professional Standards Committee.
2 An ACPO survey in January 2001 found that, of 37 forces who responded to a questionnaire, 17 had a professional standards unit as part of their complaints and
discipline structure.
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categories. Table 1 sets out this typology, providing descriptions of corruption and other forms of
unethical behaviour.

Tab!e Descriptions of unethica! behaviour in the pofice service used i nthiS
resea b

Type Descripti0n
C~rrUption This i nv01Ves a direct abuse of positi0n in a relatiOnShip Of implicit or explicit

ex � hang e with0t h e rs i n Side0 0 Uts i de t hep0! i ¢e0 rg a n is at io ml t fo!] 0ws the
c0m m 0 n i de a0~c 0 rr u ptpo!i test a ffd:0in g 0 nO t dgin g ;S 0 mething for a n
e x te r n a! 0 r i n te r n a!~c e r rupte r :f0 rs e m e ki n do ~g a j n (t h0U g h n otn ec ess a ri! y

fi n a n ¢ia!)i ! t wi !! a !S:ebe taken t 0 in !! ud e th e br e a king o~ r u les a n d!awsby
po!ice staffjn0rde~ t0achieveresu!tsi

Other forms ~f#elice This i n~!ves bre a king the!awi but d~es n0t in#0!~e a n e~Change With a
~rimin ality i ~0rru pte ~; 0r abuSe Of pOSit! 0 n as d e scn b e d a b0~ei ~his m ig ht ! no!u de d~u g

S e id ~ U g de a !! a g; t h 0 ~b u rg la ryi!ta!s 0 ten d s t 0! a v 0 !V e t h e a 6ti~ it ies 0f
#5!i6e0fficers0ffduty;

MiS#Onduc~ where p01ice staff break t h ei r own inter nal roles and prOced U r es (e:gi repe
disciplin aryOffe n ces sick w he at h ey a [e h e a!thY 0 ~mis re p re s e n t t h e it expe in s es0 ~ 0v e A!me

c!aims) i

Methodology

Obtaining direct information on police corruption is, in practice, difficult. Many standard research
methods, such as the use of surveys or interviews with those directly involved in an activity, are
simply not applicable. Corruption tends to be a secretive activity which participants typically hide.
Indeed, the experience of forces involved in this study suggest that even those who had been
exposed as corrupt have very often continued to deny their activities.

Use of professional standards units

The recent establishment of professional standards units (PSUs)3 within a number of police forces
provided a different kind of opportunity to explore corruption. In identifying and investigating
corruption, criminality or misconduct, PSUs use a different (and complementary) approach to
traditional complaints and discipline departments. While the latter reactively investigate formal
complaints made against police officers, PSUs proactively cultivate and analyse information or
’intelligence’ on unethical police activity from a range of sources, and mount formal investigations into
suspects thereby identified. Typically, this will happen in the absence of any formal complaint.

PSUs are divided, crudely, into an intelligence cell, and one or more operational teams. The
intelligence cell is staffed by one or more analysts who manage a central database where information
is gathered and cross-referenced, and problems and suspects identified through analysis. PSUs then
mount formal investigations into specific individuals using operational teams of investigators. The
organisation of a PSU around these two elements is illustrated in Figure 1.

In order to generate intelligence, and to gather more formal and legally admissible evidence as part of
an investigation, PSUs make use of information from a range of sources. Sometimes information is
referred to the police by these sources; in other cases it may be requested or collected by PSUs. Key
sources include:

¯ police colleagues;
¯ criminal informants;

Some forces had other names for equivalent units. For convenience, however, all are referred to here as PSUs.

2
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¯ members of the public;
¯ other agencies;
¯ audits or checks on internal information systems;
¯ surveillance and intercepts; and
¯ by-products of other criminal or PSU investigations.

Figure I OrganiSa fien Of intelligenCe Cell a rid opera tiona~ teams ~n PS us

information

~

charges or otherinformation intelligence intelligence operational ~ interventionscell team

;t
information checked evidence

against other sources gathered

To utilise the knowledge generated within PSUs, research visits were made to PSUs within eight
forces and the National Crime Squad (NCS) between November 2000 and May 2001.

Information sources for the research

The main research information obtained from PSU visits arose from interviews with the following types
of PSU staff:

Investigators - Discussions with investigators provided detailed descriptions of examples of
corruption and unethical activity that had been examined or investigated, a perspective on the
general intelligence picture generated within PSUs, and important insights into the investigation
and prevention of corruption.

¯ Intelligence analysts - This involved a detailed discussion of the intelligence on corruption and
unethical activity, important in building up a general picture of the problem.

¯ Other professional standards staff - Certain other staff within or associated with PSUs who
had some involvement in professional standards work added further to the information obtained
from analysts and investigators.

Additionally, a limited amount of statistical data, and some case papers were made available to
supplement the information provided within interviews. However, because of the sensitive and
confidential nature of the work of PSUs, researchers were not granted direct access to intelligence
databases or live case files (which were, in practice, most of the cases).

The range of information used in the research is summarised in Table 2. This table also outlines some
factors to be considered when interpreting the data. A key consideration is that the current intelligence
picture of corruption is likely to be only a partial one, and one which is still emerging given that PSUs
are still in their early stages of development. It is important, too, to note some limitations in relying
primarily on the observations and reflections of PSU staff. First of all, they will have a less direct
knowledge of corruption than those directly involved in the activity who, in an ideal world, might
directly inform the research. Secondly, PSU staff involved in investigating corruption and unethical
behaviour will not necessarily be fully critical of their approaches to investigation. Finally, because of
confidentiality issues, some limits were set on the information that was revealed to researchers and
that which the research was able to report on in detail.
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Sample details

Initially, extended research visits were carried out in four large urban forces (typically lasting a total of
two or three days) that usually had more experience of investigating corruption: their PSUs had been
established for periods ranging between about one and three years, and the forces often had prior
experience of investigating corruption before the establishment of these units, which they could draw
on for the research. In order to assess whether smaller or more rural forces suffered from similar or
different problems of corruption, shorter (one day) visits were therefore made to four non-metropolitan
forces, which had also established PSUs, ranging from 6 months to three years. Again, however,
some of these forces had prior experience of investigating corruption issues.

4
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Table 3 provides a breakdown of research interviews carried out across force sites.

Table 3; Staff intervie wed withinPS US

F ~ I n v e st i g a t ~ rs A n a!yst s ot he rs AII
arge urba# force

et~o~oiita oliceServic 7230
MerseysidePolice 8 310

west Midlands P o lice 3 1 ~ 5
G reater Man chester P o lice 6 2 8

sm atle~ and/or m ore rural force s
DY fed ~ ~ 0W~S P0!iCe (s m a I V ru ra!)2! 3
Ke n t C 0 U n tyG 0 nsta b U la rY (! a rg e ~ m ixe d)2! 14

G!eve!an d po!ice (sma!!/u than)3 ! 4
D ev 0 n a n d C o ~ n w a!! C on sta b u!a rY 3
(!argefru~a!)

other
Nat! 0 n a! G d mesqu a

A I Is ite s 3 5 10 4 4 9

The report

Following this introduction, the report is divided into five key chapters:

¯ Chapter 2 sketches the nature of contemporary police corruption suggested by current evidence.
¯ Chapter 3 looks more directly at the causes and origins of corruption.
¯ Chapter 4 explores the investigation of corruption, and identifies some lessons from existing

experience.
¯ Chapter 5 draws out the implications of the research findings for the prevention of corruption.
¯ Finally, Chapter 6 provides general conclusions and states the key recommendations of the

research.
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Contemporary police corruption
This chapter will assess current evidence of the nature of police corruption. In doing so, it will examine
its general characteristics, and some of its specific features.

Traditional images of corruption

Before directly examining the current image of police corruption, it is useful to provide some context to
this picture by looking at historical images of the problem.

Based on the findings of international literature and official inquiries, Newburn (1999) made a number
of important observations about the way corruption is patterned within police organisations. He notes,
on the one hand, that it is ’pervasive, continuing and not bounded by rank’ and is not simply
attributable to a few ’bad apples’. On the other hand, however, he points out that there are certain
policing environments at the ’invitational edge of corruption’ where temptations are particularly acute,
including parts of the policing organisation that deal with prostitution, alcohol, gambling and drugs.

In the England and Wales context, previous corruption scandals have similarities to the international
picture painted by Newburn. For example, a review by Morton (1993) paints a picture of police
corruption which has a number of recurrent themes in the post-war period: CID departments and
specialist squads (such as drugs, robbery or vice squads) have featured significantly, they have
typically involved groups of officers operating together, and again have been seen to involve officers
from higher as well as lower ranks. And based on their recent experiences of investigating corruption,
the MPS initially found themselves confronting a similar pattern of corruption, with suspect officers
being respected career detectives with experience in specialist squads.4 Corrupt activities from across
these examples have included the protection of criminals for financial payments, the theft and
recycling of drugs to criminals, the stealing of money from crime scenes, and the fabrication of
evidence to obtain convictions.

The picture of corruption that emerges from this research, however, while showing some similarities
with this traditional image, also displays some important differences. This may, in part, reflect the fact
that it follows from proactively gathered intelligence on unethical police activity, rather than the
periodic scandals which have historically shaped the image of the problem. It is also possible, too,
that it may reflect some changes in the nature of corruption through time.

General features of contemporary corruption

In looking at contemporary corruption, it is first of all useful to sketch out some of its general features
revealed in the research.

The extent of the problem

It is difficult to assess the extent of corruption using PSU intelligence. This is partly because
intelligence is unlikely to provide a full picture of the problem. It is also because some people will be
identified as potential corruption ’suspects’ as a result of misleading information. However, all the
forces, by establishing PSUs, had been able to identify a small minority of potentially corrupt
individuals within their force. While this suggests that corruption is a feature of policing within England
and Wales, its scale appears far smaller than the more widespread police corruption that has, in the
past, been found in some other jurisdictions, such as in New York (Knapp, 1972; Mollen Commission,
1994), Chicago (Webb Commission, 1998), Los Angeles (Bostic Commission, 2000), New South
Wales (Wood, 1997) or Queensland (Fitzgerald Commission, 1987).

Figures provided by some of the forces involved in the research indicated that, for the forces
concerned, the minority of staff identified by at least some PSU intelligence as potentially corrupt
amounted to between about half and one per cent of police staff (including both officers and civilians),

4 Early presentational material from the Metropolitan Police Service describing their anti-corruption work clearly reflects this perception.

6
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based on intelligence received in a one year period.5 For reasons already outlined, this should not be
viewed as a direct measure of police corruption in these forces. Nor should it be seen as
representative of all of the forces in the study or, for that matter, the police service generally.

Types of corrupt activity

As already noted, some PSUs provided some statistics describing the intelligence picture of
corruption. Table 4 provides data from one of the forces studied and looks at the types of unethical
activity suggested by information coming into the PSU intelligence cell. Within the table, items of
information have been crudely classified (for the purposes of the research) according to whether they
are likely to relate to corruption, or whether they seem to relate to criminality or misconduct, though
these categories should not be seen as hard and fast.

Tab!e4iB re a k do wno f repo flSo f U n e th i ca ! P 0 li~a ctivity re cei red by inte Ilig e ~ CeCil
in one force RSU dU ng 2000
TypeO f a cti ~ity % o f a i ltep 0 ~s(n= !2 2 )

~Uat/pOtebtiai b~rruption                                 52
Dis~iosu~e bf in fo rmatio n ] 0
Dis~iosu~e bf information to ~riminaiS ] 5
Dis~iosu~e bf information for reward 8

inaPPr~PriateaSs~ciati0~W!thctimina!

btainin eX ua] faVOurs by ex p i~itati
Us!~gpositiO t 0 btainfa#o u r/payment

ctua@otentiai criminality O~ mis
!n a p pro p ria teus e 0 f i n te !! i g e nce syst e m 2
!n a p pro p ria teus e 0 f P o ! i ceN a~i0 ha! C 0 m p u te ~ 8

tugdea!ilng
;rugpossessi;

o bt a in in g p e c u n i a [y a d~ a nta g e by de ce ptio n 2
Obt a in in g p [0pe ~YbY d ecepti on 2

heffo PO !iceprope Ay 2
ot her t h eff I

Misce!laneouscrimea!!egations 5
usingpositi0n t0mna business 2

Miscellaneous (petenfia! corruptioni criminality O~ misconduct)~

A I l a cti v ity !0 o

h!~i81o ~ at J0 n s h0#!d b e n 0tbe treat e d !s! fit #0 r[espo ##ed wit hindiY! dua!s anu m be ~ # f se pa rat e a! !egati0 n s m a~re!at
t~t~e s a m e0~f!~e ~ on ~ e r sely as! ag !ea !!e g at i0 ~a y ~e!a~e ~ u ~ b e ~0 0ff!~e ~ O wey e ~ e~ re akdown~ f ~ !!eg ~t!~ n
P[##!deS a #~ude i nd!#ati on 0 f~h e brea kd O~a 0 f SU S~#t ed a #t!#!

Cia #!fi# a iio fin t ef!!g e h ~i h i oa#t a a E #0 t e n iia !#~ia pt fi N inalitY2mis~ o ~ d a ei h #~f# e s s e ~ e aib!tra ~! a e s s !s~ it! y
fo!10ws fro mP r#b!e ms d efin! n g CO ~ f U pt!o n(see C h a pte f!} !t a !s0 fo !!0#s fro mth e fact th at s! n gle# ices of! n fofm at!o n a re !!ke!y
to #n!y Pa~ia!!Y de~dbe a!!eged #nethi#a! a~tiyity
3:so me acti#ity ~te go riesu Sod #ntse intellig e nee d ataba~0~t h iS fo roe w eren 0t rep l i cat odin t h iS t a ~le~eca use in t #eyea
20 00th e y # 0ataiaed n o a !!e g at i0 n s C ate go d e s~ ha t h a din y O ! #e d a!!e g a~ i o n s i n ot h e y e a ~si n #!~ de it re #e i Yi~ g p a y m e ~ r
fa~ O U blac E~ a ili ;t~! m i# a ! d a ~ ag e~# ip e d u ~ i a a d it.h eft fr0m a s Pe #i a i p r# p e Ayl

:Ee rceatages d n~t add t~oO d~et~ ~ an d i~g;

While this data should not be seen as formally ’representative’ of the range of forces studied, it does
helpfully illustrate some general themes that were found across the forces involved in the research.
These were revealed in the verbal accounts given by PSU staff, and in the limited statistical material
that was made available. These issues are discussed below.

The figure does not include police staff potentially involved in criminality or misconduct suggested by police intelligence.
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Table 4 illustrates a key claim that was made by PSU staff: that the picture of corruption is dominated
by the leaking of information to those outside the organisation. Thus, it can be seen that a third of
PSU intelligence in this example suggests information is being ’disclosed’ or leaked. A further ten per
cent of information suggests that the intelligence system or Police National Computer is being used
inappropriately; this might also be a sign of corrupt leaking of information even if, on the face of it, it
may simply amount to misuse. A further 11 per cent of intelligence suggests inappropriate patterns of
association with criminals. According to PSU staff, where these examples occur they too might
indicate the passing of information. The nature and implications of information leaking will be
discussed in more detail later in the chapter.

Other types of corrupt activity identified in PSUs, in part reflected in Table 4, cover a range of
activities, for example, police staff:

¯ using their power to obtain money or sexual favours from members of the public (e.g. from
prostitutes);

¯ conspiring with criminals in the committing of crimes;
¯ carrying out thefts during raids; or
¯ using their position within the organisation to undermine proceedings against criminals.

Other forms of criminality and misconduct

It is important to note, also that the work of PSUs reveals a significant amount of criminality and
misconduct that does not amount to corruption, as defined here. Table 4 indicates that at least 38 per
cent of the intelligence in the force is apparently concerned with unethical behaviour of this type. It is
important, furthermore, to bear in mind that there is likely to be a far wider range of unethical
behaviour within the police service that is not picked up as part of PSU intelligence. This may be
because such activities are more hidden. However, it may be because they are seen as less serious,
and do not find their way on to the PSU intelligence database. Certainly, in those forces where
comparisons could be made, the numbers of potential suspects identified by PSU intelligence were
notably smaller than the numbers of formal complaints made against officers within those forces
(probably for less serious, or at least different, types of alleged unethical behaviour).

Probably the most common forms of unethical behaviour falling short of corruption, which come to the
attention of PSUs, involve drugs. Table 4 indicates that drug dealing was an issue of some note in the
force concerned, with over ten per cent of intelligence suggesting the existence of such a problem
among police staff. Recreational drug use was also a problem flagged-up by PSU staff. While this
amounted to just two per cent of intelligence in Table 4, there was an indication in some of the other
forces that this type of intelligence was more common. In describing this problem, PSU staff gave
examples of intelligence that pointed to the use of a range of drugs, including steroids, cannabis,
ecstasy, and even crack cocaine.

Other types of unethical activity described by PSU staff are reflected, in part, by other categories in
Table 4. PSU staff across sites described examples of:

¯ fraud;
¯ theft;
¯ domestic violence;
¯ spurious claims of illness to get sick leave; as well as
¯ sexist, racist or homophobic behaviour.

Some police staff also had separate and undeclared business interests and, in some cases, may have
used their position in the service to pursue these interests (e.g. by exploiting their connections on the
job or by using PNC information for their business).

Police staff involved in corruption

Table 5 provides further statistical information on PSU intelligence. This table reflects the types of
police staff implicated by intelligence for the same force covered by Table 4.
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Tab/e 5! Staff implicated in re#o#S reCeivedby intelligence Cell in one force ms u

U n et h ic a! a ct i v it y( % )Off i ce m s up p o s p e c i a! U n k n 0 w n T 0 tal
s t aff c o n sta b l e s

ACt U a !/P ate n t! a !73 3053330 o( n- 64)
o rmption

ACt U a !/P ate n t! a !76 7 9 9 30 o( n- ~ 6)
dmina!! isconduct

uis~e!!aneous [69] [35] [0] [3 5] [300] (n-13~

All a ctivity 74 9 633100 (n = 122 )
Note
! Th !S ! n format i o n S h o U !d be not betreat ed asi{it co ~esp0 nded wit h!n di~id u a!s a n u m be ~0 fsepa ~at e a !!e gati~ ns m a ~e]at e to
he sa~ e 0ffi ~i ¢~n~e rse!y; a s!ngLea!!eg a tJonm ay re !at et~ a n Umber O{Off! ~e~s

The ~ate g~ rie s 0f~t iy ity in ~ his ~ab!e a te m ade u # 0~he su b~ate g~ ries a! readY e !a ~a~edin T~b!e
3 Numbers of ~m is cellaneousl rep0~s are sma]]i and percentages Should be treat ed ac~rdinglyi

erce nta ge n6t ad O due t~ tO un di"

The table illustrates a key point made by PSU staff in all the forces involved in the research: that
police corruption is not limited just to police officers. It also involves those in support roles. (Table 5
indicates that one person in ten implicated by intelligence is a member of support staff, both for
corruption, and for unethical behaviour in general.) This is a finding that is not evident in traditional
images of police corruption. Table 5 also implicates special constables in corruption, a concern raised
by staff in some of the other force PSUs.

It was evident from examples given by PSU staff across forces, that corruption and other unethical
activity involved both detectives and uniformed officers (the latter perhaps less commonly associated
with traditional images of corruption). There was also a range of ranks of officer involved in corruption,
primarily ranging between constable level and inspector level, though there were some examples of
higher-ranking officers implicated in corruption or other unethical behaviour. A piece of research by
Caless (1999), based at Kent County Constabulary, looked over 120 cases of corruption identified by
a range of anonymous forces and came to similar conclusions. While these cases should not be taken
as properly representative of the current picture of corruption, they support some of the findings of this
study. The cases of corruption included substantial numbers of officers with both detective and
uniform backgrounds; over half were constables, about a quarter were sergeants or inspectors, and
less than one in 20 were higher ranks (ranging from chief inspectors to chief superintendents). It is
important to bear in mind that the relative infrequency of higher-ranking officers in examples of
corruption may simply reflect the smaller number of officers of these ranks within the police service. It
should not be assumed that they are necessarily less often corrupt or unethical.

The organisation of contemporary corruption

A significant finding of this research is the existence of two broadly distinct organisational forms of
corruption. The evidence for this distinction draws primarily on the interviews with PSU staff and
involves both descriptions of the intelligence picture and specific examples of corruption. On the one
hand, there is corruption activity which involves individual members of staff operating alone within the
organisation, which will be described as ’individual corruption’ and which appears to be by far the
most common. On the other hand, there is corruption activity which involves more than one member
of police staff, operating together, described here as ’internally-networked corruption’ which appears,
overall, to be less common.

A number of important characteristics appear to be associated with the distinction between individual
and internally-networked corruption. These two forms of corruption are therefore discussed in more
detail below. It should be emphasised that this discussion is not concerned with the organisation of
other forms of police criminality or misconduct.
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Individual corruption

As noted, individual corruption involves members of police staff engaged in corrupt activities more or
less in isolation from colleagues. This type of corruption tends to have the following features:

Affects the range of forces - Examples of this type of corruption were found across the board
within the police forces involved in the research; that is, they were found in urban and rural areas,
and in both large and small forces. Indeed, with the exception of the MPS, PSU intelligence
suggests corruption is, for the most part, ’individual’, in that it does not point to any direct
conspiracy between different staff involved in corruption. It was notable, however, that in some
cases, separate staff were involved with the same outside corrupters. It is important, also, to
remember that this image may, in part, reflect incomplete knowledge of corruption within PSUs.

Involves a range of police staff - Examples of individual corruption commonly include
detectives, uniformed officers, and, significantly, those involved in support roles; "all shapes and
sizes" as one interviewee remarked. As noted, some forces also drew attention to special
constables involved in corruption. One force also had some evidence that subcontractors could
pose a corruption risk.

¯ Leaking of information plays a central role - While there is some variation in the types of
activities in which members of staff were involved, this type of corruption appears to be dominated
by the passing of sensitive information from police sources to those outside the service.

Often involves contacts between police staff and criminals formed outside work - Although
it was by no means a universal feature, for the majority of cases of individual corruption described
by PSU staff, corrupt contacts between police staff and criminals involved social networks outside
of work. These contacts involved, for example, friends or relatives of police staff, people using the
same gyms as members of police staff, or people frequenting the same pubs or clubs. This shifts
our focus beyond corrupt relationships formed with people through the work of police staff, which
characterise the more traditional image of corruption.

Box 1 provides some examples of individual corruption. This focuses first on the far more common
type of information-based corruption, but also provides some other examples.

Inform atio n ib a seal co~uption (most ~ m men)

A y~Ung ma!e uniformed p~!i~e C0nStab le ~egu!ady ~isffs a gymnasium that iS a Is0 #equented by a
I~a!~dminals Duringhis timethe~ehebec0mesfriend!yw!ths0meofthesecnminalsand

staAs t# s##ia!ise with hem: s Of the ~e!atienshipthat develops between them; he is asked for
info r~ ati # he p#li# e Nati ~ hal 0rei an d the for# e i nte! !ige n6e system i Pe[ haps i n let u[ n fo[
#e Aai n fa~ 0U is; S U C h aSbein g b0 U g h t me a!s0 [ ddnksi h e paSSeS this in format! en0n t eth e ~his
in fo r m ationisus e fu! t 0 t h e c rimi na h 0a ~e a b !e t oh U i!d U P a pict u ~e0~ t h e kn o W! e dg e a nda c ti~ities

f t h e p0!ice

A fem~i ~emb~ ~epp0 ~ff~ith! a poli~efo[ce!i~eswithherpa~ne ~h0w0rksaSad0orman
fo~#!ebs~!thintheCi e membe efsta has ac~ess t0 crim!na! case papers; a, he aAne as
s ev e ~ a ic ~i m i h a lass o # i at e s iS h e uses he ~# 0s i tio ne it bin t h e o #~ a n i S a~i O n~ o pas si nfo ~m ati o n~ h ro U g h

e p a ~ ~ e ! s a s s 0 ~iat e s a b O U t witn e s s e s ! n~ o !v e d i n¢ d min a Ca S e S a g a in s t t h e m T h !s a 0 w s
th e ~t O a# # rb a # ha n din timid ate With e s s e sin t h es e~ rim i na! c a se s i

A ma!e d etecti# e c h i e~! n s p e c t0 a p p r0a c h ! ngr e ti [e m e nti s0ci a!is e s tie s e !yw!t hap e rs 0 n W h Oh aS
direct links with OrganiSed crim ei The 0fficer is fully aware of theSe linksi and is able tO profit #0m

th e T h [ 0 u g h hiSp[ 0re s s!o n a I n e ~0 rks w! t h ! # t h e p 0!i c e s e ~ice ih e is a b le t 0 a c# e s s s 0 m e q u i te
sens!ti~e inf0rmati0n; a~ the [equest 0~ his Cd mi n a! c0 ntactsi Thi s h e paSSeS ont0t h e C d mina!Si! n
etu[n;he ispaidse~e[a!~h0usandpoundsf0r hiseff0AS

Am a!eUl ni fo ~ m e d pe!i � e � 0 n Stab ! e d ev e !o ~a frie n d S h ipWi t ha! 0 � a! g a ~ a 9 e0w a eri w h0isa !S e
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i~ ~ ! v e d! ~! m a ~ d h a � ~! m J ~ aS s ~ cJ ate h!si~ V O I~ ! p e ~di~ g a s!g ~!fi � a ~ta ~ U ~t 0 ~ tim e
attbegamge~×ing-up h iS~a nd making use 0fthega~ag faciiiti Tbeomcerwasinv0ivedi
P ass in g i n~ e!!ig ~ n ~e t h r 0 U ght heg a rag 0 W t 0 8 S ~ ~i a~ e S i n~ ~ !V ~ died r ~ g dea!in g iT hiS] n t e! !ige~ 6~
¢0ve~ed inf0[mati0n on r iv!a drug d ea!ers to the aSS0ciateS as we!l as informati0n on p01ice
oper at i0 n s re!a~in g t0d r u gs

Non infotmatibnibased corruption (less common)

b~!ng StOpped in hiS he male pa~ne~ of a ~emale p01ice constable is iSSued With a p0lice
d0cumen~ (known as a ~pr0ducerl 0r HORT!)requiring him tO C0me to ~5e po!!ce station With hiS
dr!~ing documents inclUding hislicence and insurance detailsi How eve e isnotinsured~or the

e hicle he drive hj ~hisa~! ~! n a! ~ffe n ~e!!no !d e j d h e ~p a~ n e fa~i n gc d mi n alp r 0s e cutio n;
the police Officer makes an entry in the p0licestatio n records; falsely indieating that the relevant
d0~umen~sha~ebeen p r0duCeda~ap0!i~estat!0niAma!eunif0rmedsergeantw0~ksin a narea~hat
c0v e ~Sare d !!ght d istd C till e de v e Io psa re !a~i 0 n s h! PW! t h an u m be r0f !o ¢ a!p r0 s ti~ u t e S iAS p a ~0ft his
e! a t! 0 n S !! p;h e re¢ e i ~ e s m 0 n e y a n d;] n r et U r n; hem a k e s it ¢]e a [they w !!! n 0tr e¢ e i ~ e p o!~ i ~ea~ e ntie n;

Am a!e unif0 r m e d C e n st a b ! e with re S p e n si b i !i t yfo e V e rs e e i n gaIc 0 h 0! !ice n s i n g wit hinap 0!ice di~i S i0 n
uses his position to promote a pa~ieular alcohol supplier to licensees: There is a suggesti0n he
~ Cej~ ~Sb~nefit fro ~ t h e S U Ppli e fo r hiSe fie ~Si

Notes i
! ~hese exam p! esdra~ p ~irna ~ily o n i nte! !ig e nee an d eYid ence gat he red dud n g!nv est igatJ0 nS

AnY # ~ t ~e ~e e~a m p!e sm a y d ~awon m Q re t h a Don ea ~t ~ a! #a ~e Th e Ys h # #!d no t ;t he r ef0re; be S e e n a s d e s cri b i n g a
rti~uia ~ i nst anne;but ~50 u]d be se e n inst e ad a srep re se n~! ng e~a m p!es 0~ t h e kin d~O ~¢o~upt aCti~it i e ~ a~ca n 0¢¢

Internally-networked corruption

Internally-networked corruption corresponds more closely to the traditional image of corruption as
already outlined. Some of the detail of this form of corruption reported here is based on investigations
carried out on corruption relating to the early and mid-1990s. It tends to have the following features:

Focused on detectives and squads - Where examples of this were identified, they most
typically involved detectives in CID departments or specialist squads operating together in groups
or networks in the perpetration of their corruption. There was definitely a perception among those
interviewed, particularly those who had had long careers as detectives, that corruption, in some
form, was a feature of traditional detective culture.

¯ Often involves corrupt relationships with informants - A common thread to much of this type
of activity is the development of corrupt relationships between detectives and their informants who
are involved in crime and well-connected with other criminals.

Often involves a range of corrupt activities - Investigations into corruption often identify a
range of corrupt activities associated with examples of internally-networked corruption. These
have included, for example: taking drugs from criminals, recycling drugs through criminal
contacts, protection from investigation or prosecution, fabrication of evidence, or passing sensitive
information to criminals.

Most common in London? While occasional examples of internally-networked corruption were
identified across a range of policing environments, both currently and in recent years, the MPS
stands apart from the other forces for the concentration of this type of corruption within its force
intelligence picture. In part, the concentration of this type of activity within the MPS may reflect the
concentration of crime within London, and associated risks of corruption. It may also reflect the
fact that the MPS has a longstanding commitment to identifying and dealing with corruption
proactively, which may have led to them having uncovered more cases of it. It is possible,
therefore, that more internally-networked corruption exists across the rest of the country than we
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are yet aware of. It is important to note, however, that MPS interviewees claimed that proactive
anti-corruption work has reduced this type of corruption, according to their intelligence.

One of the most notorious examples of this type of corruption in recent years has involved the now
defunct South East Regional Crime Squad (SERCS) dating back to the early 1990s. Details of the
corrupt arrangements within this squad are provided in Box 2.

Box 2i!ntemally-networked COrruption within the South EaSt Regiona! G dmeSqua
i# tfi~ ~arly ~990s6

The c0rrupt activities0f members 0 a pa~icu!a team With!n SERC S; bas e d at DU!wich in S0Uth
E0 nden; Were exp0sedbyt he evide nee of witln e sseste M PS a nti~cerrupti0n in~estig at ors i nclud! ng

th eC0 n fes S !0no fad et ectivece n st a b ! e w h0h a d pr e~i0 us ly w0 rked0 n th e tea m

The #0trUpt a Ctivffies Of members of the team; Wh0 Called t hemse!ves the I Gr00~ Gang:; Were
0rganised a~Ou nd a deteEtiVe E0nSta b!e Ca!le d B0 b c!ark WhO wie!de d Eensiderab! e in flu envoi
significant!y; c!ark:s E!0se re!a~i0nShip with a female informant; EVe!yn Eieckney; was pivota! in
faCilffati ng the C0~rU pt activities o fmembe r s 0fthetea senio 0ffi cers;wh 0s h0U!d 5a~e ensureN

th atm e etin g s be two e n i n f0 t m a n t swe re pro p e f!!!og g e d an d re g u! ate d did n0tP r0 P e dye nfo roe
P 0 !i ci e sfo t 5ereg u latiOn 0~i n fo~m ants ot O n!yd !dE ! eCk n eyt e gu !adys o#i a lise w itht he t e a m ;f0 [
e~amp!e;byjoining~semf0 nights out; but she was a!s0 ~0mantiCa!ly in~01ved with c!ark alnd even
took so,eta! h01idays With hi

ff w a S F ! e C k n e Y lS r0 !e a s a d r U g d e a !e #with �0 n n e cti0 n s w i~ h0th e E d rain a!s t5 at p r0 v e d C ~ U Ci a!t0
much Of the E0~Upti0n E0~ e xamp!e in return for p~0teEtion from investigati0n and p~0Se~uti0n by the

tea a n d b e n e fit i n g fr0 few a r d m 0 n eyi s h e W0U!N pass 0 ni n f0 r m ati0n abOut ~iV a!dr ugd e al e
W hiE h a! ! owe d t h e t e a m t0ac hi e~ e s u c E e s s e s ina r reSti n g an d p r OS e E u~in g h e ~ ~ 0m p e tff 0 r si Dru g s ~ h at
Were SeiZed in Sea~#heS b~ the ~ea C0u!dberecycleNbaCk0nt0theStree~tSr0ugh F!e#klney:s
#0nnecti0ns Members 0 thetea w0UlN a!So Stea!EaShdiSE0vereddUdngraiNSi !n 0ne case; a
#annabisdea!e ad #aSS and d~Ugs take fr0mhiS h0me by memberS 0f the team in tetUr f0 not
beinga~rested:

here we ie ~!earbe n efits t 0thete a f~0 t h e i r Jny0!~e m e ntin t h e E o (rUpti0ni N0t0 nt~we re t be re
flnanEiai pr0ceedS fr0mtheir #0r~ u pt a#ti#i~e s whiC h Were distribute d t0 team m emberSi but the
a ~ rests w hi # h: f0iiowe d f~o m t h e# i o s ere la tie ns hip wit h:E le# k n e~ a IS 0 r e fiecte d we ii 0nt h e t e a m~s

~0fesS]0 n a! p e ire i~a ~ei!t was a ls 0~!e a rth at inputs u! ~g t beSeO bje~i~e e s e n!~ ~ffi~erS
Were t0ierating; ~ at east n~t ~ ~se]~ s,pe~is ng; th:e team!S activit es and th S p~0teCted th:em from
exposure

No tel ~hiS ca se st udydra w S 0n CaSefi le s i ace0 unt s 0~investiga t 0 rs a ndi s ig hi flint l yit he re~0rde d �0 n fessio n s 0 f a detect i~e
~od st a 10!e s e ~i ng i n the $E RC S at ~he t imei~be be came a reside n~in form a ntin~ hem P S ca se a g a i nst o ffi c e ~s i nv o l~edi

It is important to note that there is not just a single type of internally-networked corruption, conforming
to the features so far outlined. For example, there were some cases mentioned by PSU staff where
groups of uniformed officers appeared to have been involved in corrupt activities. Again, this
appeared most concentrated in the MPS, though not limited to this area. Examples of this appeared to
exist among groups of uniformed officers working together in a particular area or sector.

A final, but significant, point to note is that some forms of corrupt networks could be identified across
agencies, whether involving different police forces, more central police agencies, such as NCS, or
partner agencies, such as the Crown Prosecution Service or Customs and Excise. It was common to
find that the leaking of information was a feature of these networks.

6 Details of corrupt activities within this squad were documented on Panorama, 3 December 2000.
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Information compromise

As already discussed, the leaking of information from police sources to people outside the
organisation appears to be the most common form of contemporary corruption, according to PSU
intelligence. This activity may reflect an evolution in the nature of corruption in recent years. Certainly,
it does not feature so significantly in traditional characterisations of the problem. It seems possible,
too, that it may be underpinned by broader developments in the police service involving increased
access to and use of information. Such changes might include, for example, an increased use of
information technology in forces, and a greater focus on intelligence-led policing methods (see
Maguire and John, 1995). In light of these issues, the nature of information compromise in
contemporary police corruption warrants a closer look.

Types of compromise

Intelligence and particular cases suggest that there is a wide range of information sources that feature
in the unethical behaviour of police officers. These include:

¯ intelligence databases;
¯ Police National Computer (PNC);
¯ other force databases, such as personnel records;
¯ paper files and documents; and
¯ word-of-mouth.

While it is not possible to quantify the extent of different kinds of information compromise, it was
possible to identify a spectrum of ’types’ of compromise based on the examples given by PSU staff.
These include:

’Domestic’ use of information - PSU staff suggested there is a significant amount of
inappropriate use of police databases that is carried out for personal interest purposes. For
example, there were examples of police staff running PNC checks on friends and neighbours, or
cars they were thinking of buying. Certainly, abuse of the PNC is a common feature of misconduct
cases, according to PSU staff.7

’Low-level’ leaks -Intelligence also suggests that ’low-level’ leaking of information to a friend or
associate is common. There were examples of police staff carrying out checks on behalf of
friends running businesses, for example, garage owners who apparently wanted to check on cars
they were thinking of buying, or ex-police officers working in the private investigation industry who
requested information from the PNC to assist with their work.

Leaks to the media - Some PSU staff reported problems with officers leaking information to
journalists, particularly in relation to high profile cases. In a number of examples discussed,
sensitive operational police information emerged in the media, which directly implicated police
sources. In this regard, one investigator remarked that his force was "like the Titanic, it’s got so
many holes". PSU staff suggested that this tended to involve payment of police staff by
journalists.

¯ Deliberate leaks to criminals - Finally, there are also those leaks where information is given
knowingly to criminals, maybe through an intermediary or directly. There was evidence that this
was done for favours or in return for cash.

Links with criminals

It has been noted that there were examples of corruption where information was deliberately leaked to
criminals. Additionally, other types of information compromise have been observed where the leaking

7 According to a sample of disciplinary case files collected for a study on changes to police misconduct procedures (Quinton, 2003) PNC abuse made up about one in 20
disciplinary cases.
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of information was apparently not the objective. This being said, there was clear evidence that on
some of these occasions information had still found its way to criminals.

Certainly, where information is leaked to journalists it is likely to end up in the public domain, which
will inevitably include criminals. Perhaps more significantly, however, there was a range of cases
recounted by PSU staff where information was passed to associates (for example, as ’low-level’
leaks) who, in turn, passed this information on to criminals. Very often, these intermediary figures
were relatives, friends, social acquaintances or even ex-police colleagues. As one analyst pointed out:

You’ve got low-level checks and enquiries and snippets for intermediary people, who
may be ex-policemen or just mates.., instances where: "1’11 buy you a meal"... I would
suggest that some [staff] are doing this naively without knowledge of where ff’s going.

The principle of such information transfer is illustrated in Figure 2.

FLgure 2!!n formation links between individua! police staff and crimina!S through
intermediaries

..........................................information information
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~transfer transfer....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

police staff intermediary criminal
member (e.g. friend, relative, ex-police

colleague, social acquaintance)

These types of arrangements apparently allowed some criminals to network their way indirectly into
police circles to obtain police information, perhaps even without the staff concerned knowing where
this information is going. Certainly, analysis of intelligence in some PSUs suggested that some
criminals appeared to have a number of links of this kind with different members of police staff. One
intelligence analyst described his interpretation of the intelligence pattern in the following way:

Rather than the scenario of Mr Big with one policeman at his beck and call, you’ve
got Mickey Mouse inquiries by several employees.

This could lead to an image of a criminal at the centre of a ’spider’s web’ of contacts, ultimately
leading to a range of police employees at the periphery. Figure 3, below, illustrates this principle. It is
based in part on descriptions given by some PSU staff, and in part on an intelligence chart showing
patterns of association around a major criminal that was produced as part of an investigation in one
PSU.
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Consequences of information compromise

It is difficult to assess the consequences of information compromise. However, PSU staff regularly
gave examples of where information compromise had apparently had adverse implications for the
work of their force generally and, in turn, for the public.

Perhaps the most commonly cited problem involved the failure of particular police operations. For
example, PSU staff often cited examples they knew about within the force of police raids of suspects’
addresses where the suspect was apparently expecting the raid, and had no incriminating evidence at
the address:

There are the cases where they’ve already got the kettle on when the police arrive.

There were other examples of where information passed on to criminals appeared to protect them
from detection. In one case, a prolific burglar responsible for a spate of burglaries in a rural area
consistently evaded detection. The evidence accumulated during the investigation suggested that he
was receiving information from police sources. The investigator who had been involved in the
investigation remarked:

We would set up operations.., extra staff would be drawn in... but it was just a
nightmare to catch this bloke.
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In other examples, there was evidence of information being passed from police sources in order to
undermine prosecutions, for example, allowing the intimidation of witnesses or the exposure of
informants.

As well as potentially compromising police forces’ ability to act against criminals, such compromises
could also have significant cost implications. Sometimes, they would involve large teams, or
expensive surveillance, or operations that had been running for a long time. As one investigator
remarked:

I’ve known jobs that have lasted a long time.., a couple of years.., and they have
been compromised.., and everything points towards the compromise coming from
within the organisation.

There may be other ways in which information compromise may impact on the police and the public
but which are less obvious to PSU staff.

Summary

PSU intelligence suggests that corruption is limited to a small minority of staff within the police
forces researched. This picture is dominated by the leaking of information to those outside the
force, though examples of police corruption from across forces have included a range of other
activities, such as:

police staff using their power to obtain money or sexual favours from members of the public
(e.g. prostitutes);

- conspiring with criminals in the committing of crimes;
- carrying out thefts during raids; and
- using their position within the organisation to undermine proceedings against criminals.

¯ Those involved in corruption include support staff as well as police officers, and they can be found
across ranks.

The work of PSUs also reveals a range of other criminality and misconduct in all the forces. This
commonly involves the dealing or recreational use of drugs. Other examples include:

- fraud;
- theft;
- domestic violence;
- spurious claims of illness to get sick-leave; as well as
- sexist, racist or homophobic behaviour.

Contemporary police corruption can be crudely divided into two organisational forms. Most
common, according to PSU intelligence is ’individual’ corruption. Far less common is that which is
’internally-networked’. A number of important characteristics tend to be associated with this
distinction.

Individual corruption involves members of police staff engaged in corrupt activities more or less in
isolation from colleagues. It can be found across all types of forces, whether large or small, urban
or rural. It can also be found across staff types, (whether detectives, uniformed officers or support
staff). This form of corruption is dominated by the leaking of police information, with corrupt
contacts often originating in social networks outside of work.

Internally-networked corruption, closest to the more traditional image of corruption, typically
involves detectives in CID departments or specialist squads, operating together. This type of
corruption often involves corrupt relationships between detectives and their informants, and has
been associated with a range of different corrupt activities. Internally-networked corruption,
according to existing intelligence, is relatively rare within the national context, but appears more
common in the London area.
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A closer look at information compromise suggests it can involve a range of sources, such as
databases, files or documents, and word-of-mouth. Forms of compromise include:

- obtaining information for personal purposes;
- passing information to friends and associates;
- leaks to the media; and
- deliberate leaks to criminals.

Leaked information can find its way to criminals even where this is not deliberately intended. In
some cases, it is passed to associates, such as relatives, friends, social acquaintances or even
ex-police colleagues, who, in turn, pass this information on to criminals. These types of
arrangements apparently allow some criminals to network their way indirectly into police circles to
obtain police information. Analysis of intelligence in some PSUs suggested that some criminals
appeared to have a number of links of this kind with different members of police staff.

It is difficult to assess the consequences of information compromise. However, PSU staff gave
examples of where it had apparently had adverse implications for the police and public. They
included the failure of police operations and ability of criminals to evade detection. In some
instances, this appeared to involve the waste of significant resources.
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Origins of corruption
This chapter examines evidence that helps explain why members of police staff become corrupt. In
doing so, it draws on specific examples of corruption as well as general reflections offered by PSU
staff.

General observations

Not only was corruption identified across all of the forces involved in the study, but it also showed
some similar patterns and was apparently linked to some similar underlying factors. This suggests
that corruption arises in a systematic and predictable way from the nature and context of policing.
Such an observation is in line with previous literature (e.g. Newburn, 1999; Sherman, 1978) which
dismisses the idea that police corruption involves a few ’rotten apples’ in an otherwise healthy barrel.

Previous research has already identified a number of causes of corruption. According to Sherman
(1974), these involve ’constant’ factors within policing, including discretion, low visibility, peer group
and managerial secrecy, status problems and association with lawbreakers. He also identifies a
number of ’variable’ factors, including the community environment, the police organisation, legal
opportunities for corruption, corruption controls, the social organisation of corruption, and ’moral
cynicism’. While this research is reasonably consistent with such earlier work, it does identify a
number of factors which previous research has not necessarily highlighted.

Figure 4 illustrates the different areas of influence that this research suggests underlie contemporary
corruption. In broad terms, these include:

¯ personal circumstances;
¯ opportunities for corruption; and
¯ broader culture and values.

FO~re 4iCorrupting influences on ~e~bers Of police Staff

work organisational culture
environment and values

non-work broader cultureenvironment and values
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Significantly, and in a way that is different from previous literature, this research finds strong evidence
that corruption has its roots in both work and non-work contexts. This observation, too, is reflected in
Figure 4.

Associated with the dimensions presented in Figure 4 is a range of more specific factors which are, in
some cases at least, associated with corruption. These are summarised in Table 6, and discussed in
more detail in the remainder of the chapter.

Table 6~ Key factors which are i nsomecases; as sociatedwithCOntemperary police
corrupfien
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Work factors

First of all, issues within the work context associated with corruption are reviewed.

Professional attitudes and behaviour

The research suggests that, it would be difficult (at least from the evidence reviewed in this research)
to arrive at any very reliable factors in the attitude or behaviour of officers that would predict their
becoming involved in corruption. However, there are some characteristics that were mentioned by
PSU staff that appeared, in some cases, to be linked with corruption.

There were some corrupt officers who had a history of complaints, or had shown signs of poor
performance. There were also examples of officers who appeared frustrated, disillusioned or
distracted in relation to their job. This occurred, for example, in cases where they had been passed
over for promotion, or perhaps quite simply because they appeared bored and de-motivated with their
work.

In contrast to these examples, there were those who were apparently high performers. In fact, PSU
staff suggested that it was, in some cases, a desire to perform well which led them into corruption.
Perhaps in the first instance they had bent the rules to achieve results, but subsequently had become
more fully involved in corrupt activities. As one investigator remarked about a corrupt detective:

He was flying in the job,,, respected by colleagues,,, a good thief-taker,
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It appears, therefore, that there is no single type of police staff member who is likely to become
corrupt. Rather, there may be a range of different types of circumstances which, in some cases, might
provide a marker for potential corruption.

Opportunities for corruption

Manning and Redlinger (1977) have drawn attention to the ’invitational edges’ of corruption
experienced within policing. For example, this might include the policing of drug crime because of
clear opportunities and temptations to become corrupt, given the large amounts of money involved
and the difficulty of enforcing drug laws. This study identified a number of areas of opportunity for
corruption among police staff.

Access to information - As discussed in Chapter 2, corruption very often involved leaking of
information. It follows from this that access to information will be a significant factor underlying
some types of corruption. In their discussion of this issue, many interviewees noted that access to
information was very open within their force, far exceeding that necessary. Attention was drawn,
for example, to support staff who may have access to a wide range of information systems and
databases, but without any clear reason for this access. Some noted that information placed on
intelligence systems on general access was potentially sensitive and unnecessary, as one analyst
noted:

We run a very open intelligence system,,, which probably lends itself to abuse, in
fairness,

Some noted that personal computer accounts could be accessed by others, for example, if the
systems did not ’lock-out’ when they were left unused. Attention was also drawn to the fact that, to
varying degrees, IT systems are not adequately audited or, in some cases, not fully auditable. In
this context, staff who chose to use systems for unethical purposes might not fear any adverse
consequences of their activity.

Inadequate supervision - Previous research (e.g. Newburn, 1999; Punch, 2000) has identified
poor supervision as a basis for corruption, and this perception was also reflected among a
number of those interviewed, particularly where they were talking about internally-networked
corruption. As one interviewee commented:

If a chief inspector has got his finger on it and is doing his job, this would preclude an
awful lot of what’s going on,

A potential problem identified by some PSU staff, was the failure of supervisors or managers to
look closely at officers who appeared to be performing well. This was particularly important where
corrupt officers were seen as good performers, for example, where they were exploiting their
corrupt relationships with informants to get arrests. As one interviewee said:

Supervisors’ attention goes to those who aren’t performing, not those who are,

Relationships with informants - Problems with the relationships between police officers and
criminal informants feature significantly within the types of internally-networked corruption outlined
in the last chapter. One interviewee identified how problems could emerge from relationships with
informants:

A bobby becomes the bosom pal of the informant,,, when the informant steps over
the line the bobby covers for them,

PSU staff acknowledged that strides had been made to improve the management and supervision
of relationships with informants,8 and problems with informants did not feature very frequently
within the examples of contemporary corruption reviewed within this research. However, there

8 A key development in forces has been the establishment of centralised ’source handling units’ which take responsibility for coordinating, monitoring, and regulating the
relationships between police officers and informants within the force.
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were clearly examples where these problems did occur and, where they did, they were often
associated with more serious instances of corruption. Given the inherent risk that comes from
police officers associating with those connected with crime, these relationships are likely to
remain an important corruption risk?

Other relationships with criminals - Additionally, there were examples where officers, typically
those in uniform, had built up relationships with people through their work, who were not
registered as informants, but could provide a basis for a corrupt relationship. In one example, a
police officer responsible for building relationships with the community in a difficult neighbourhood
had developed corrupt relationships with local criminals. In another example, a police officer who
had duties for overseeing licensing issues had developed corrupt relationships with those in the
licensing trade.

Targeting by organised crime - It was widely believed by those interviewed that those involved
in organised crime made it their business to target those within the police service. This was seen
as essential to their criminal activities, as one investigator remarked:

A good villain can’t operate without having a bent officer.., it’s impossible.

In this context, the range of potentially corrupt contacts already discussed (informants and other
criminals) might provide a potential basis for organised crime to target staff. One investigator
noted:

However they do it... people who work in organised crime in this city have a way of
tapping into this organisafion.

0rganisational culture and values

Newburn (2000) emphasises the importance of morale, professional standards and respect for
authority within policing organisations as essential protective factors against corruption. The evidence
encountered in this research was consistent with this broad message. However, there are certain key
features of the organisational culture that were strongly implicated as underlying corruption:

Poor security awareness - PSU staff drew attention to a tendency among police staff to be far
too open with one another, or with others, about sensitive professional information. This is at odds
with a ’need-to-know’ principle, in which information is only communicated where it is necessary
in the course of work. As one officer remarked, in relation to his force:

Our culture in relation to security is non-existent, really.

For example, in one force, where access to computer accounts was facilitated by officers’
inserting their warrant card, it was apparent that warrant cards were left in machines allowing
others to access them, as one interviewee remarked:

You could walk around a station unchallenged and you could walk away with half-a-
dozen warrant cards

Performance-driven culture - Some interviewees suggested that a culture focused on
performance within the police service could encourage officers to cut corners in order to achieve
apparently successful outcomes. While this culture persists, its negative consequences are
perhaps illustrated best by reference to the rule-bending culture that had historically existed
among some detectives. As one interviewee remarked:

I’ve worked in that environment. I’ve seen it. The 70s’ perspective: you’ve got to bend
the rules to get the job done.

9 It is notable, for example, that recent police research carried out involving direct interviews with informants and their police handlers within England (Billingsley, 1999)
showed that substantial minorities of informant handlers involved in the research admitted to being selective in the information they relayed, did not act on information
against their informants, and had some involvement in facilitating the crime of their informants.
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There was a perception, however, that this culture had changed significantly in recent years, with
the importance of professional standards and working by the rules being given far more emphasis
within the organisation. However, the drive for high performance was still seen as placing a
pressure on officers who had the potential to cause corruption.

Protection by police colleagues - PSU staff drew attention to a solidarity among police staff,
notably police officers, that stands in the way of colleagues reporting on one another where
corruption is evident. As one investigator said:

There is a cultural resistance to tell on your own.

It was suggested that this could be a particular problem where officers who are aware of
corruption had themselves been involved in some unethical activity; this placed a personal risk on
them of prosecution or discipline if they were to come forward. A ’protective layer’ of tainted
officers of this kind was seen by some investigators as providing significant protection to the
activities of core corrupt officers in examples of internally-networked corruption in squads.

Non-work factors

A key finding of this study is that corruption within the police service is rooted, to a significant extent,
in factors that are found outside the working environments of police staff.

Domestic and personal problems

Difficulties in the personal lives of police staff appeared, in some cases at least, to provide a backdrop
to their involvement in corruption. Certainly, in specific examples of corruption where some
background information was known, there were examples of domestic problems. As one investigator
remarked:

Divorce, finance, drink seem to be a basis for a lot of these things.., they are more
subject to being a victim of prey.

Though there were no factors which were reliably associated with corruption, some common
characteristics included the following:

¯ Relationship problems - It was common to find police staff had recently separated from wives
or partners or had started new relationships. Sometimes this involved extra-marital affairs. In
some cases, existing relationships were going through difficulties.

¯ Problems with alcohol or drugs - There were examples of heavy drinking, and to a lesser
extent use of drugs, in the backgrounds of some corrupt staff.

¯ Financial difficulties - Financial problems, in turn often related to relationship difficulties, or
alcohol or drug problems, were also found in the backgrounds of some corrupt police staff.

Box 3 provides some examples of these kinds of problems in the lives of corrupt police staff.

It should be noted, however, that there were examples of police staff becoming corrupt where these
kinds of problems were not evident.

BOX 3iiEx~ple~ ~ fdo ~ti~ problems i~ th~ live~ of~o rruPt p ~lice ~taff
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Social networks with criminals

It was very clear from many of the examples of corruption identified by intelligence, and from those
subsequently investigated, that social networks outside the job served as a key basis for corruption.
Specifically, these networks could bring police staff into contact with criminals, whether directly or
indirectly. The development of corrupt contacts with criminals through social networks appeared more
common, and perhaps follow more logically, where police staff lived and worked within the same force
areas. There were a number of types of relationship which could provide the basis for networking with
criminals:

Longstanding relationships - In many cases longstanding relationships between police staff
and those outside the force formed the basis for corruption, either because these were direct
relationships with criminals, or because relationships were formed with associates of criminals,
who acted as intermediaries. Such relationships included:

- relatives - this might include, for example, a son or brother-in-law;
- partners - police staff had sometimes become involved in corrupt activity because of a

romantic involvement with somebody involved in crime or who had criminal contacts;
old friends - sometimes, corrupt relationships had their roots in friendships that extended
back a long time, even to school or childhood; and
ex-police colleagues - the close working relationships that had developed among colleagues
on the job could be exploited by an officer who has left the job, and may work, for example,
for a private investigation or private security firm.

¯ Acquaintances made in leisure environments - It was common to find that members of police
staff had become friendly with those involved in criminality by spending leisure time in similar
environments. Such environments included:

- gyms and sports clubs - these types of environments, and gyms in particular, could be
frequented both by police staff and criminals;

- pubs and clubs - similarly, off-duty socialising in social environments could bring police staff
into contact with criminals; and
garages - an interest in cars among police staff often involved spending time at garages
where relationships were made with garage staff who could be involved in crime or have
criminal contacts.

Targeting by organised crime - It has already been noted that criminals appear to deliberately
target police staff in an attempt to access police information. The networks formed around
criminals, as identified by intelligence, encompass the social networks of police staff outside the
job.
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Broader social and cultural context

The propensity for police staff to become involved in corruption is probably rooted, to some extent at
least, in their broader social and cultural context. While this issue was not explored in any detail in the
current study, some of the interviewees emphasised that the make-up of the police service was a
’reflection of society’. As such, it was suggested that the police service will have its fair share of those
involved in crime.

Summary

The research suggests that issues underlying contemporary corruption include:

- personal circumstances;
- opportunities for corruption; and
- broader culture and values.

Significantly, the research finds strong evidence that corruption has its roots in both work and
non-work contexts.

The research does not arrive at any reliable factors relating to the attitude or behaviour of officers
at work that would predict involvement in corruption. However, there were examples of where
police staff had records of previous unethical behaviour (as suggested by complaints histories),
police staff who appeared demoralised with the job, and, by contrast, officers who displayed
apparently high-levels of performance.

There is a range of potential opportunities within the work context for police staff to become
corrupt. These include: easy access to information, inadequate supervision, relationships with
informants, other relationships formed with criminals, and the specific targeting of police staff by
organised crime.

¯ Certain aspects of work culture were also highlighted as providing an important basis for
corruption. These included: poor security awareness, an emphasis on high performance, and
protection of corrupt staff by police colleagues.

Difficulties in the personal lives of police staff appeared, in some cases at least, to provide a
backdrop to their involvement in corruption. These included relationship problems, problems with
alcohol or drugs, and financial difficulties. However, these kinds of problems were not always
evident.

Social networks outside the job can serve as an important basis for police staff to become
involved in corruption. This can happen through longstanding relationships, for example, involving
relatives, partners, old friends and ex-police colleagues. It can also happen through
acquaintances made in leisure environments, such as gyms, pubs and clubs, or garages.
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Investigation
The investigation of corrupt police staff by police detectives represents an important approach that
forces can use to tackle corruption. This chapter will make some observations and highlight some
early lessons from forces’ efforts to do this. In particular, it will focus on strategic ’higher-level’ issues
associated with internal investigations. In doing so, it will rely primarily on the verbal accounts offered
by PSU investigators of specific investigations and their reflections of the investigation process.

It is important to note here that there are some important operational matters not addressed in this
chapter.1° This reflects, in significant part, the fact that many PSU investigators were keen that details
of operational methods should be kept confidential, for fear that by publicising their methods, their
effectiveness would be reduced.11

The impact of proactive investigation on police corruption

PSUs, as described in Chapter 1, proactively gather intelligence on police staff, and deploy
operational officers to investigate and, ultimately, to intervene against corrupt or unethical staff. At this
point in time, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of dealing with corruption. This is, in part,
because efforts to tackle such problems are in their early phases. It is also because it is hard to
measure reliably the levels of corruption within a force and to assess change over time. It is also
difficult to separate the effects of investigations from other forms of prevention which forces may have
established.

Those forces with more established anti-corruption efforts had managed to achieve a number of
convictions of police staff, and managed to intervene against suspect staff through misconduct

12procedures or other forms of disruption. Even these forces, however, may be seen perhaps as in
their ’early days’, given that there is very often a significant time-lag, often lasting years, between the
beginning of investigations and their final outcome.

Figures relating to successful or unresolved outcomes within the MPS are presented in Table 7.
These show that a total of 41 convictions have so far been achieved. Including ex-police officers,
about half of these are police staff. The other half are non-police officers (including criminals, lawyers,
CPS staff, and Customs and Excise Staff, though not support staff). However, a further 60 individuals,
including 39 current police officers and 15 ex-police officers, still await the outcome of either criminal
or discipline procedures in relation to alleged corruption activity.

Interventions against police staff are likely to have some direct effect on the levels of corruption in a
force, given that corrupt individuals are removed from forces or their risk within the force reduced. The
existence of corruption investigations within forces may also have a deterrent effect on those
potentially involved in corruption. One investigator suggested that the pattern of corruption in his
force, based on the intelligence picture, had changed significantly as a response to high profile efforts
at investigation. Certainly, existing research (Von Hirsch et al., 1999) suggests that where
conventional offenders are aware of a real risk of being punished, many will cease to offend.

Ultimately, however, the effectiveness of PSUs at dealing with corruption within police forces cannot
yet be properly measured.

/0 The investigation of police corruption and criminality often involves some distinctive operational approaches. For example, they often call on sophisticated techniques of
surveillance; sometimes they use ’integrity tests’, in which police staff are exposed to artificially constructed situations to test their response; and some investigations
have, unusually, relied on criminals providing evidence against police officers.
// Guidance for corruption investigators has been provided in a confidential ACPO document: ACPO Presidential Task Force on Corruption, Guidance for Investigators:
Corruption Enquiries, ACPO Corruption Prevention Strategy Paper./2 It should be noted that some PSUs had yet to see through a full investigation to the end-point at the time of the research. One force, despite having previous
investigations into corruption within the force, had yet to commence with a full criminal investigation within the PSU structure.
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Challenges for corruption investigation

The investigation of corruption differs in important ways from other, more conventional, types of police
investigations. As one investigator noted:

I’ve investigated every type of crime there is... but this is unique.

Specific challenges described by PSU staff are described below, while approaches that address some
of these issues are detailed later in the chapter.

The investigative process

One of the key challenges to corruption investigations, noted by PSU staff in forces with more
experience, was the difficulty of using standard criminal investigative techniques against police
officers. For one thing, officers were very often aware of such methods, and were in a good position to
evade detection. As one investigator noted:

No methodology is available that mainstream policing does not have available to
them.., unlike a criminal, a corrupt officer knows exactly what can be deployed
against him.., they know how to cover their tracks.

Coupled with these problems is the significant risk of compromise that accompanies an internal
investigation. Information or suspicions about investigations have the potential to circulate within a
force if details become known by staff outside of PSUs or, for example, if surveillance teams are
recognised. It was noted that risks of compromise were likely to be more significant for smaller forces
where there are fewer people, and force staff are better known to one another.

Achieving convictions

Following on from this, some PSU staff felt there were particular difficulties in achieving convictions of
police staff, at least with respect to police officers. As one investigator noted:

It’s definitely harder getting a conviction of a police officer.

There were a number of reasons offered for this. In some cases, police officers, in conjunction with
their legal defence teams, were described as particularly effective at exploiting disclosure rules,
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thereby requiring the prosecution to disclose a wide range of information relating to the investigation
to the court. Where there was a risk of compromise to confidential sources used in the prosecution
case, this could present problems in taking the case forward.

A number of investigators also felt that juries were reluctant to convict officers; they could have
apparently good career histories, dedication to the job, and they knew how to present themselves well
in court. More generally, there was a perception by PSU investigators of sympathy among jurors for
the ’Dirty Harry’ variety of officers, who may have to bend the rules a bit to get the job done. These
kinds of issues have been flagged up by others (e.g. Waddington, 1999).

’Collateral damage’

Some PSU staff gave examples of investigations where particular squads, shifts or, to some extent,
forces as a whole had suffered some demoralisation as a result of particular investigations. Specific
examples included investigations that had been perceived as unfair in their targeting of certain
individuals. Other examples included investigations that had been carried out in an insensitive way,
including cases where staff had been arrested in front of their colleagues. While these types of
problems are probably, to some extent, inevitable, it does point to the need for the careful targeting
and management of investigations.

Public scrutiny

Investigations into corruption have the potential to create bad publicity and criticism for police forces.
There was a perception among some PSU staff that this had happened in forces where they had been
successful in exposing corruption, for example, in the form of media coverage that had highlighted
corruption problems within a force. Conversely, there were examples of investigations that had been
criticised by the media or by public figures, for example, if they had not produced convictions. This
means, potentially, that force PSUs are in a ’lose-lose’ situation through their investigation work.

Welfare issues

Those working within PSUs described particular stresses associated with the work they did, following
from the negative perception others within the organisation often had of them. There were some
examples described where PSU staff had been treated with overt hostility by former colleagues. As
one investigator observed:

I feel vulnerable in this force as a consequence of doing this job.

This raises important issues about how staff are managed during their time in PSUs, and how they
are subsequently re-integrated into the force.

Resourceissues

A final, but very significant, point to make here is that establishing and running PSUs is typically very
resource-intensive. They draw not only on resources that would be required for a more conventional
squad, such as teams of investigators; many interviewees noted the importance of staffing PSUs with
some of the best force investigators, given the specific challenges of internal investigations. PSUs
also require separate, dedicated intelligence databases and analysts. And, any requirement for
general and technical surveillance teams, which are very often necessary for corruption
investigations, can also present particular resource problems: in order to maintain confidentiality,
sometimes it can be necessary to resource separate teams, or to hire these teams from a different
force. It is notable, too, that investigations can run over a long period, often years, particularly if they
involve both criminal and discipline procedures.

Collectively, these resource issues can be significant for forces, particularly the smaller ones; a point
that was regularly acknowledged by participants in the research. Such issues point to the need to
evaluate, in the longer-term, the impact of PSUs on corruption problems within forces, with a view to
establishing how they might be operated most efficiently and effectively.
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Lessons for corruption investigation

This research was not able to carry out any formal evaluation of corruption investigations. It was,
however, able to identify some lessons and pointers for their effective and efficient operation. In
significant part, these follow from the insights of PSU staff. However, they also represent a critical
response to some of the challenges already highlighted.

Alternatives to conviction

Set against the difficulties described by PSU staff in obtaining convictions for police corruption, there
was a range of alternative outcomes that have been used by force PSUs. In some cases these were
more realistically achievable, and could require fewer resources. Using such approaches in addition to
convictions, where appropriate, has the potential to allow PSUs to deal with more corruption (or other
crime or misconduct) problems.

An important alternative to conviction is use of police discipline procedures. These had been used
following unsuccessful attempts at criminal proceedings, or as a less resource-intensive alternative to
criminal proceedings. An ideal objective of these procedures is typically to achieve ’fatal discipline’,
whereby an officer is ejected from the force. However, these did come with some of their own
problems. For example, some officers, by claiming ill-health, were able to evade investigation under
misconduct procedures.

An even more pragmatic approach to dealing with corruption problems, which was pursued by some
investigators, involved the disruption of a corruption problem. This might still draw on criminal or
discipline procedures, but for far lesser charges, perhaps even charges unrelated to the suspected
corruption. However, there were other possibilities. The use of a ’service confidence’ procedure was
sometimes used where there was insufficient evidence for charges of any kind. This process involves
reviewing the risks posed by a member of staff, confronting them with evidence of their activities, and
moving them to a role where they face less risk to the organisation or the public. In other cases, low-
level intelligence was passed to divisional commanders for action. PSUs sometimes also used ethical
interviews, in which suspect members of staff are confronted with intelligence which suggests that
they are involved in unethical behaviour. This allows for some clarification of the nature of the
suspect’s conduct by PSU staff. It is also a way of warning staff engaged in unethical activity that PSU
staff are aware of their activities.

Efficient and effective targeting of operations

The efficient targeting of corruption investigations will inevitably involve those seriously involved in
corruption. Some investigators also highlighted the importance of targeting individuals outside the
police service who actively sought to corrupt police officers. However, the efficient targeting of
corruption investigations might involve not subjecting staff whose activities were less serious, or who
were on the periphery of corrupt relationships, to a full, potentially expensive, criminal investigation
(though they might be dealt with in other ways e.g. discipline). As well as being less resource-
intensive, this might be less damaging to the morale of the organisation. In this regard, one
investigator pointed to the importance of carrying out investigations that amounted to "surgical
strikes", directed effectively and efficiently to take out the main players and deal with the problem.

Strategic decision-making

Some of the issues already highlighted point to the potential value of an approach to investigations
which takes into account, and weighs up, a wide range of considerations. Such an approach has the
potential, if applied systematically, to provide a strategic and transparent way of managing risks and

13resources around investigations. This should be seen as contrasting with a narrow ’enforcement’
approach in which the strict application of law or regulations is the key basis for decision-making.
While there was clear evidence of strategic thinking in the investigations described by interviewees,
there were also examples where the strict application of the law had been the main driver behind

/3 These are important factors underpinning the National Intelligence Model (NCIS, 2000).
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investigations, perhaps more common in some forces’ early experiences of dealing with corruption
issues.

Table 8 describes some of the considerations that might, ideally, come to bear on decision-making
around corruption (and other internal) investigations. In doing so, it provides the beginnings of a
template for strategic and transparent decision-making.14 Specifically, the table raises a number of
key questions for consideration, though these should be seen as illustrative, rather than as a definitive
list. The table distinguishes between different decision-making points around the investigation
process, namely:

Prioritisation of intelligence for research - When intelligence suggests a range of suspects
may be involved in corruption, limited resources may mean there is a need to be selective in
deciding which intelligence is further ’developed’ or researched by gathering and analysing further
information.

Prioritisation of cases for investigation - Similarly where, in the context of limited resources, a
range of suspects might potentially warrant investigation, it can be important to prioritise which of
these cases should be taken forward immediately, and which are held back.

Operational objectives - As already noted, there is a range of outcomes that an investigation
might achieve in relation to an individual (e.g. conviction, discipline, disruption). Similarly, there
may be a range of potential targets within an identified corruption problem. The goals of an
investigation need to be considered at the outset, though they may change in the life of an
investigation, for example, as the evidential picture changes, or as the realistic prospects for
different outcomes are re-evaluated.

Process decisions - During the course of investigations, there are many decisions to be made
about the avenues to pursue and the tactics to use. These might involve, for example, whether to
deploy surveillance, whether and how to arrest or interview certain witnesses or suspects, or
whether and how to brief the media.

Furthermore, when considering these decisions, Table 8 highlights a number of areas of risk,
constraint and obligation which ideally should be taken into account in the decision-making process.
These include:

Organisational risks - Unethical, criminal or corrupt activities will pose risks to a force. These
might include, for example, risks of compromise to other criminal investigations, or might involve
the negative publicity that a force may attract if a problem is not addressed. Risks may also arise
from the conduct of an organisation, for example, if the investigation is carried out in a way that
impacts negatively on morale, or if it seen as unsuccessful or unfair.

Public risks - There have been examples where corrupt or unethical staff have posed risks to
the safety or rights of members of the public. Unethical police behaviour may also have an impact
on the community more generally, for example, if it prevents a force dealing effectively with crime
problems. Risks to the public may also arise as a consequence of carrying out an investigation.

Requirement for justice - It is important that identified unethical behaviour is dealt with in a
manner consistent with principles of justice. However, there are different ways this might be done
(e.g. through criminal proceedings, discipline proceedings, or other interventions). The level and
type of intervention should ideally be proportionate to the seriousness of the unethical behaviour.

/4 This draws some of its insights from a Metropolitan Police Service document looking at risk management in internal investigations (Outram, 2001).
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¯ Prospects of success - In deciding whether and how to take forward an investigation, it is
important to consider whether, for particular outcomes, investigations are likely to be successful.

¯ Resource implications - Given limited resources within any PSU, it is important to consider how
pursing one line of inquiry may impact on taking forward others.

To sum up, the strategic approach described here is one which involves investigations being targeted
and managed in an efficient and effective way, to maximise impact on problems, to minimise negative
consequences for the force and the community, and to deliver justice. Additionally, it provides a basis
for transparency and accountability in decision-making around an investigation.

Media strategies

In view of the bad publicity that can accompany a corruption investigation, it is likely that forces would
benefit from clear policies on managing the media when an investigation goes public. In practice, it
may be difficult to influence the editorial line taken by the media to an investigation or a scandal.
However, Feist (1999) observes that, by providing the media with as much information as possible,
they are less likely to develop their own distinctive story on a particular investigation. He notes, too,
that thought should be given to a media-handling strategy at early stage in an investigation.

Lessons for the management of PSUs

This research was also able to identify some broader lessons and pointers for the management of
PSUs. Again, in significant part, these follow from the insights of PSU staff, though they also
represent a response to some of the challenges highlighted earlier in the chapter.

Positive marketing of PSUs

In discussing the impact of PSUs on staff within forces, participants in this research highlighted the
importance of creating a genuine deterrent for potentially corrupt police staff. However, there was also
a concern that the PSU should be seen positively within the organisation. It was felt that PSUs could
create a climate of paranoia. Furthermore, there was a view that the suspicion with which PSUs were
often perceived was associated with a reluctance of police staff to come forward and report
wrongdoing within the organisation, which could actually stand in the way of PSUs doing their work.
This would suggest there is a role for a positive marketing of PSUs. Indeed, in this spirit, some of the
PSUs had carried out talks within their forces to reassure staff.

Personnel issues

Given the particular challenges of internal investigation work already outlined, this can place particular
demands on the investigators involved. It has been noted that PSUs apparently required recruitment
of some of the best investigators within the force. Ensuring that involvement in this area of work is
valued in career terms may be an important part of attracting such people.

The particular vulnerability of PSU staff, given the hostility sometimes experienced by force
colleagues, has also been noted, particularly when they return to more conventional policing duties.
Managing this process with particular sensitivity is likely to be important. Returning officers, initially, to
a more sympathetic policing environments should perhaps, ideally, be considered, along with
following-up on any welfare needs of former PSU staff within their new posts.

Drawing lessons for prevention from PSU activity

An area of good practice evident from the activities of some PSUs involved using insights from
investigations about force vulnerabilities as a basis for developing force policies for corruption
prevention. For example, the identification of sub-contractors as a source of risk, following
investigations in one force, led to a new force policy of vetting subcontractors for future contracts.
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Inter-agency co-operation

It was not uncommon to find examples of co-operation between forces within the investigation
process. This was particularly useful when internal surveillance teams ran the risk of attracting
attention and compromising the operation, or where resource levels do not permit the separate
financing of dedicated resources for PSUs. It is clear that for smaller forces, where resources are less,
and where the risk of compromise may be greater using internal staff, this was a particularly valuable
approach.

In the longer-term, however, more formal structures to deal with corruption and professional standards
issues, perhaps at a regional or national level, may be an important way of dealing with these issues
in a more systematic and cost-effective way. However, as many PSU staff pointed out, local force
knowledge is still important to investigations, and if larger professional standards structures are to
evolve, these may best complement rather than replace force-level PSUs.

Evaluation of PSUs

In the longer-term, it will be important to evaluate the impact of PSUs on corruption problems within
the police service. Specifically, it will be important to assess their effectiveness, and the ways in which
they are most efficient and effective.

Summary

At this point in time, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of PSUs at addressing the problem
of corruption within their force. Those forces with more established anti-corruption efforts had
managed to achieve a number of convictions of police staff, and managed to intervene against
suspect staff through misconduct procedures or other forms of disruption. Even these forces,
however, are in relatively early stages of their operation.

The investigation of corruption was seen by PSU staff as different in important ways from other,
more conventional, types of police investigations. Police officers under investigation were aware
of standard investigative techniques, and there were significant risks of operational compromise
within the force. In court, police officers were described as being particularly effective at exploiting
disclosure rules to prevent the case being taken forward, and juries were described as reluctant to
convict police officers.

There were further challenges to the investigation of corruption. Some PSU staff gave examples
of investigations where forces had been demoralised as a result of investigations. Investigations
into corruption have the potential to create bad publicity and criticism for police forces, both when
they were successful and when they were unsuccessful. Those working within PSUs were often
perceived negatively by others in the organisation. And, importantly, the running of PSU
investigations is typically resource-intensive.

It was possible to identify some early lessons for corruption investigations. A range of alternative
outcomes to conviction could be more realistically achievable and could involve fewer resources;
these include the use of discipline procedures, and ’disruption’ tactics. Efficient investigations
might involve focusing resources primarily on those most seriously involved in corruption.
Investigations could be carried out in a way which was strategic by taking into account a number
of issues at key decision-making points, including: organisational risks from corruption, public
risks, requirements for justice, prospects of success of an investigation, and the resource
implications associated with it. Media strategies accompanying investigations might be used to
minimise negative publicity.

The research was also able to identify some broader lessons for the management of PSUs.
These included the positive marketing of PSUs within forces to create a genuine deterrent while
fostering co-operation and confidence within the force. PSUs need to consider ways of recruiting
some of the best investigators, and of looking after staff when they return to more conventional
policing roles. Lessons learned from PSU investigations should, ideally, be fed back into force
prevention efforts. Forces would benefit from the development of larger professional standards
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structures at a regional or national level, though such structures might best complement, rather
than replace, force-level PSUs. Finally, it will be important over the longer-term to evaluate the
impact of PSUs on corruption.
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5. Prevention
This chapter reviews the opportunities for corruption prevention in light of the findings of this study. In
doing so, it draws on a significant body of existing literature and good practice in relation to corruption
prevention.

Existing interventions

A wide range of good practice and recommendations for reducing levels of corruption have already
been identified and discussed in detail in previous literature (e.g. Newburn, 1999; HMIC, 1999; Punch,
2000; McCaughan, 1999; ACPO guidance15). These interventions have provided the basis for some
corruption strategies within forces involved in this research. For example, Box 4 details the approach
to prevention taken by West Midlands Police in the form of their strategy for ’Policing by Example’.

While full details of the existing interventions are best provided directly from the publications already
outlined, it is possible here to summarise briefly the main themes of these approaches.
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~5 Guidance from the ACPO Presidential Task Force on Corruption, A Document to Assist Chief Officers Assess the Vulnerability of their Force to Corruption; ACPO
Corruption Prevention Strategy Paper (confidential document) also provides details of prevention strategies.
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Cultural change

Previous literature (e.g. Punch, 2000; Newburn, 1999; HMIC, 1999) has attached importance to
changing the culture of policing organisations in order to reduce corruption. Promoting an ethical
culture is likely to involve strong leadership throughout the organisation, a clear statement of ethical
principles, and clear attention to integrity within education and training.

Management and supervision

A repeated lesson arising from examples of corruption is that weaknesses in supervision and
management typically accompany the development of problems. Improving management and
supervision might include on the one hand greater formal processes for accounting for police activity,
coupled with greater supervisory presence (Newburn, 1999). It is the recommendation of HMIC (1999)
that all supervisory staff should be more active in raising standards of behaviour. Those in sensitive
posts, such as those handling informants, have been flagged-up for particular attention. HMIC, for
example, details good practice for recruiting, handling and overseeing relationships with informants.
Supervision and scrutiny should be given to staff with all levels of performance, and should not just be
directed at those seen to be performing badly (Punch, 2000).

Recruitment and posting

HMIC has identified a number of approaches relating to the recruitment and posting issues that
provide protection against corruption. These include effective vetting of staff at the recruitment stage,
as well as more advanced vetting for high-risk posts. Selection of staff for posts is also an important
area of concern, with previous examples of groups of corrupt officers recruiting one another for
particular squads of areas of work, thereby facilitating corrupt activities. HMIC has therefore
advocated a fair and transparent system of postings for jobs, and a regular turnover of staff within
these jobs.

Information security

The importance of security around information both in general terms and in specific relation to IT
systems has been highlighted by HMIC. Kent County Constabulary (McCaughan, 1999) has
developed key strategies for protecting information. This places emphasis on formal security policies,
staff vetting for information access, physical security measures to protect information, and the
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promotion of a culture which is conscious of the risks to information, and which operates on
information being accessed on a ’need-to-know’ basis only.

Monitoring and auditing

The monitoring of data with implications for integrity, such as patterns of complaints and civil actions,
crime recording, and informant handling has also been recommended by HMIC, along with regular
audits of information systems to identify any irregularities. Monitoring might also involve the use of
’quality assurance tests’, which have been used in the MPS, where artificial situations are constructed
with a view to checking ethical and professional performance.

Policies for improving accountability

Other ways of promoting integrity include more transparent and accountable systems of paying for
expenses, crime recording, and registering business interests of police staff (HMIC, 1999).

Proactive investigation of corruption

Clearly, the proactive investigation of corruption, as discussed in detail in the last chapter, represents
a key element of a prevention strategy. Feeding into this, HMIC and ACPO16 have also recommended
the use of ’professional standards reporting’ systems within forces, whereby staff are able to report
wrongdoing using a confidential line.

Targeting prevention strategies at contemporary corruption

The key challenge that follows from this research is to apply and develop the existing range of
interventions to effectively target contemporary corruption.

Strategies should address all types of staff

Corruption strategies need to target the full range of police staff implicated in corruption by this
research: detectives, uniformed officers, and support staff, as well as staff in different ranks. In some
cases, this will require a range of different interventions for different staff rather than simply a ’one
size fits all’ approach or a primary focus on police officers at the ’sharp end’. For example, it may be
important to strengthen supervision of support staff or officers primarily with administrative
responsibilities. This is particularly important when their potential role in the leaking of information is
considered.

In line with this, it is important to look again at police roles which may be considered ’high-risk’ and
thereby worthy of particular attention in efforts to prevent corruption. While traditionally, forces have
been concerned with officers in squads, and those handling informants, this research suggests that it
may be necessary to widen our thinking. High-risk roles might also include officers with administrative
roles or support staff, for example, where they have access to particularly sensitive information.

Information security should be a central focus of prevention efforts

The significant role played by the leaking of information in the image of corruption presented here,
means that information security needs to be a cornerstone of corruption prevention strategies. While
policies such as those developed in Kent County Constabulary, described above, are an important
starting point for these kinds of measures, there is no doubt that information security techniques could
be developed further.

For example, the Police Information Technology Organisation (PITO) and force contractors should be
recommending and designing systems with explicit consideration of risks to information within their
design, and with full audit capabilities of all types of use and access as standard. In the design and

/6 ACPO Presidential Task Force on Corruption, Policy for Professional Standards Reporting ’Doing the Right Thing’, ACPO Corruption Prevention Strategy Paper.
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auditing of systems, consideration might also be given to the possibility of automatic ’flagging’ of
patterns of irregular and potentially unethical use, which might provide a basis for further investigation.

It probably remains a significant challenge for police forces to reform their systems and culture to fully
adhere to a ’need-to-know’ principle.

Strategies need to target both work and non-work factors

One of the key findings of this research is that factors outside of the workplace can be very important
in giving rise to corruption. This may involve domestic problems, and it certainly involves social
networks among police staff that connect them with criminals. Strategies therefore need to target
these kinds of risks.

Vetting processes at the recruitment stage (for both officers and support staff) and for more sensitive
posts clearly need to take account of this. There may even be a case for giving priority to recruiting
staff who originate or live outside a police force area, given the evidence in this research that risks of
corrupt social networks within a force may be higher for those living in the force area. Training, too,
needs to give emphasis to the risks that police staff may face outside the job so that they are
equipped to manage these risks, and to avoid potential compromise.

There may be other measures worthy of consideration. These might include proactive welfare
interventions, to provide assistance to staff with domestic problems. For example, this could entail
some kind of regular (perhaps annual) welfare session with a force counsellor, during which police
staff are given an opportunity to discuss any personal or domestic issues. In a similar way, forces
might consider providing financial management services to their staff.

It may also be that forces, through PSU intelligence, could develop risk profiles of certain leisure
environments, which are communicated to staff, perhaps even with the recommendation that certain
places or environments are avoided by staff outside of work.

Forces should centrally monitor their ’ethical health’

In describing the nature of corrupt activity, and identifying some of its causes, this research points to a
wide range of information sources that might provide indications of corruption or unethical behaviour
within the organisation. These include information arising from:

¯ complaints;
¯ failed operations;
¯ irregular patterns of IT access identified by monitoring or audits;
¯ audits of systems, such as informant handling, expenses, crime recording;
¯ performance measures (such as crime or clear-up statistics);
¯ information from vetting processes;
¯ other welfare information; and
¯ PSU intelligence.

A centralised monitoring function within forces, perhaps based with PSUs, could usefully draw
together this type of information in order to monitor the ’ethical health’ of the organisation. Such an
approach might help identify, for example:

¯ ’problem’ officers;
¯ ’problem’ teams;
¯ vulnerabilities to corruption;
¯ failures in management or supervision;
¯ weakness in accountability; and
¯ trends in ’ethical health’ over time.

Clearly, interventions could follow the identification of problems, whether this amounts to improving
practices, intervening with teams or individuals, or carrying out formal investigations. This work might
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build, in part, on the role of Operational Security Officers (OPSYs) that can be found in the NCS and
in Kent County Constabulary. These staff are employed to independently review operations with a
view to identifying potential compromise, as well as examining integrity issues more generally.

Inter-agency co-operation around prevention

Finally, the finding that police corruption could, in some cases, involve partner agencies, suggests it is
important that corruption prevention strategies encompass more than just police forces. This might be
particularly important where information is shared with other organisations. Agencies which would
also benefit from anti-corruption strategies would include, but not be limited to:

¯ Customs and Excise;
¯ NCS;
¯ NCIS;
¯ Crown Prosecution Service; and
¯ COUrtS.

Evaluation

As discussed in relation to PSUs in the last chapter, it will be important to evaluate the impact of these
measures on corruption when implemented in forces, and to identify the most effective way of
applying them.

Table 9, below, summarises these messages by highlighting how existing prevention measures might
be developed on the basis of the research findings.

Summary

¯ Existing literature looking at the prevention of corruption already provides a range of specific
interventions. These have been taken up by some forces involved in this research.

¯ These approaches include:

- promoting an ethical police culture within the organisation;
- strengthening management and supervision, particularly in high-risk areas;
- improvements in recruitment and postings, including vetting;
- monitoring and auditing of data on integrity issues;
- improving information security;
- a range of policies for improving accountability; and
- the proactive investigation of corruption.

¯ The key challenge that follows from this research is to apply and develop the existing range of
interventions to effectively target contemporary corruption.

¯ Specifically, strategies should:

- target all types of staff;
- give particular priority to information security;
- target both work and non-work factors;
- ideally involve forces centrally monitoring their ’ethical health’ using a variety of indicators;

and
include arrangements for inter-agency co-operation around corruption prevention.
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6. Conclusions and recommendations
This research has assessed evidence of police corruption within England and Wales. In doing so, it
has looked beyond the historical scandals, which may have shaped images of police corruption in the
past, and focused on current police intelligence. It has looked not only at the large urban forces that
have dominated the historical images of corruption, but also at the experiences of smaller and more
rural forces that have not had such a profile. As such, the findings are likely to have a relevance to all
police forces in England and Wales.

The research has shown that, while limited to a small minority of police staff, corruption can be found
across a range of forces. These include both large and small forces, and those covering both urban
and rural environments. It also found corruption across a range of police roles including detective,
uniform and support staff, and in both lower and higher ranks of officers. The research has also
highlighted some distinctive forms of corruption that were found consistently across the forces
studied. These include the leaking of sensitive information, and the existence of corrupt police staff
operating alone within the organisation. This image stands in contrast to the more traditional and
stereotypical forms of corruption, involving groups of detectives collaborating in an often diverse range
of corrupt activities. While this more stereotypical corruption is still in evidence, notably in the London
area, current evidence suggests it is somewhat less common.

Finally, the research has drawn our attention to a wide range of factors that appear to underlie
corruption. Of particular note are the risks faced by police outside the job, an area perhaps neglected
in previous thinking. Relationships with friends or relatives or those formed in leisure environments
can provide an important basis for the development of corruption among police staff. Similarly,
personal issues such as relationship difficulties, debt, or problems with alcohol or drugs may also be
associated with an involvement in corruption.

Recommendations

Details of how the corruption should be tackled, both in terms of investigation and prevention, have
been explored in some detail in this report. The key recommendations that emerge from this
discussion are provided below.

Force managers

¯ All forces should develop strategies to prevent corruption, which are comprehensive in addressing
the wide range of factors that can give rise to corruption. Elements of such a strategy include the
points listed below. These strategies should be properly evaluated to ensure their effectiveness.

Forces need to promote an ethical culture in the organisation, through leadership, statements of
ethical principles and training. This culture should emphasise the importance of ethical conduct,
even where staff are under pressure to perform. The culture should encompass all police staff
roles, should involve educating staff about the risks that they face both inside and outside work,
and might be supported by proactive welfare interventions, such as the provision of counselling
and financial advice to staff.

Management and supervision should be strengthened across police organisations. This should
apply to all staff types and should be directed at both low and high performers. High-risk roles,
which should be subject to particularly strong supervision, should be taken to include
administrative and support roles as well as police officers at the ’sharp end’.

Policies for vetting staff at the recruitment stage and for high-risk posts should be implemented. In
doing so, it is important to consider that a range of roles, including administrative and support staff
posts, may be high-risk. Forces may also wish to consider recruiting staff from outside a force
area to reduce their risks of corruption.

¯ Policies for a fair, transparent system of postings for jobs, and for ensuring a regular turnover of
staff within these jobs should also be established.
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Information security should be placed at the centre of prevention efforts. This should draw on
existing strategies (such as that developed at Kent County Constabulary by McCaughan, 1999)
including security policies around IT, physical security of information assets, and the promotion of
a ’need-to-know’ culture. However, it will be important to continue the development of techniques
for information security.

A wide range of data should be collected to monitor the ’ethical health’ of police forces, including,
but not limited to: complaints, failed operations, irregular patterns of IT use, performance
measures and PSU intelligence. Ideally, this process should be carried out at a central point, and
could then be used to identify risks and problems within the organisation, which could provide a
basis for subsequent interventions.

¯ Policies to ensure accountability in a range of areas, including expenses, crime recording and
staff business interests should be fully implemented.

¯ Forces should establish or continue to resource existing PSUs to combat existing corruption and
to provide a deterrent for the development of future corruption. The work of PSUs should be
evaluated to ensure their efficient and effective operation.

Professional Standards Units

In carrying out investigations, consideration should be given to pursuing a range of possible
outcomes. While convictions are desirable, these can be difficult and resource-intensive to
achieve. Alternatives which can involve fewer resources, or which may be more easily achieved,
include the use of discipline procedures, and ’disruption’ tactics. Similarly, focusing resources
primarily on those most seriously involved in corruption will help make investigations more
efficient.

In carrying out investigations to deal with corruption, it is important that decisions are taken
strategically and transparently to allow for the effective management of risks and resources.
Specifically, in deciding whether to develop intelligence or start an investigation, in setting the
objectives of an investigation, and in making day-to-day operational decisions, attention should be
given to: risks to the organisation, risks to the public, the requirement for justice, the prospects of
success, and resource implications.

¯ Media strategies should accompany investigations to minimise negative publicity. Thought should
be given to these at the outset, and they should aim to provide the media with as much as
information as possible to influence positively the media treatment of an investigation.

¯ In order to maximise the deterrence value of PSUs and to ensure co-operation from police staff
with investigations, PSU should be positively marketed within forces, raising the profile of PSU
work but reassuring staff about their activities.

High quality investigators should be recruited to work in PSUs, given a number of specific
difficulties associated with internal investigations. Re-integration of PSU staff into the policing
organisation also needs to be carefully managed, given the hostilities such staff may face on their
return to more conventional policing. This might include giving careful consideration to the policing
environment to which they are initially returned, and following up any welfare issues with staff.

¯ The identification of problems and vulnerabilities within forces through PSU investigations should
be used to inform force prevention strategies.

ACP0

¯ ACPO should look to developing formal regional or national professional standards structures to
assist anti-corruption and professional standards work. These should complement and support,
rather than replace, PSUs within forces.
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Police authorities and HMIC

¯ Inspections and monitoring of integrity within forces should be carried out. These should pay
specific attention to the nature and implementation of prevention policies, monitoring data on
’ethical health’, and the transparency and strategic conduct of investigations.

¯ The effectiveness of PSUs and other prevention measures should be reviewed over the longer-
term, with a view to identifying best practice.
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Appendix: A typology of police corruption
This table is reproduced from Newburn (1999). It is based on a typology offered by Roebuck and
Barker (1974) and amended by Punch (1985).

Table ~ TypeS a#d dimensions of police CorruptiOn

Typ e D i m e n s ion s
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